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Although appearing as a compact SUV , the Tracker was actually certified as a Light truck due
to its off-road capabilities and body on frame construction. The Tracker was produced under
many brands in several different editions and in many countries. In , production began in
Ingersoll and all Trackers were then being built there. The Tracker was originally powered by
Suzuki's 1. The trim levels in were base convertible, base 2-door hardtop and LSi hardtop. In the
LSi trim was made available on the convertible models also. All Trackers were four-wheel drive
until a base two-wheel drive convertible was introduced in The two-door hardtop models were
available until when they were discontinued to make way for the four-door hardtop wagon that
was to be introduced the following year. In the Geo nameplate was merged back into Chevrolet
and all Geo Models including the Tracker were rebadged as Chevrolet in The Tracker was
different from most other light SUVs on the market in that it is based on a rugged light-truck
chassis and certified as a Light truck. Although it appeared to be a comfortable passenger SUV,
it was bolstered by a sturdy off-road 4-wheel-drive system with a conventional light truck engine
and transmission coupled to a hi-lo, transfer case. The Tracker had a strong front suspension
with a rugged recirculating ball steering box. The conventional front differential was rigidly
mounted ahead of the engine, with CV axles connecting the coil-spring front hubs to the
differential case. The rear axle was a conventional light truck unit on coil springs. As a result of
the truck-like underpinnings, the Tracker had a fairly truck-like ride, but the benefit was its
notable durability in harsh conditions. However the first generation Sidekick continued in
production in other countries until The Chevrolet Tracker was sold at Chevrolet dealerships in
Canada starting in In a CL convertible was added to the line-up. All â€” Chevrolet Trackers were
four-wheel drive. In an SLE convertible was added to the lineup. The Sunrunner was marketed
as more upmarket and had no base model, with all of the Sunrunners being equipped like the
SLEs were. It was available in two- and four-wheel drive and in both convertible and hardtop
body-styles. While the Geo Tracker was also sold as a four-door wagon beginning in , the
Sunrunner never got this body style. The Sunrunner was discontinued in and was replaced by
the Aztek. In , the Sidekick was discontinued, and a second generation Tracker was introduced,
differing from the Sidekick's successor, the Grand Vitara. In Mexico, the second-generation
Tracker remained in production and was sold there as Chevrolet Tracker. The later and up
Tracker models reverted to a lightweight automobile-type rack and pinion steering, and thus
unpopular with rural and off-road users since the rack and pinion is easily damaged. In Geo
Tracker was dropped, and back from Canada as Chevrolet Tracker three-door soft top or
five-door hard top available in 2wd or 4wd automatic or manual. In arrives a new generation
Chevrolet Tracker available as a three-door soft top or five-door hard top 2wd or 4wd, manual or
automatic, in the soft top was dropped. Even though the Tracker was discontinued in the U. For
the model year, the silver GM logo was added on the front doors. The Tracker was replaced in
the summer of by the Saturn Vue in the U. S and Canada, even though the Vue and Captiva are
both built in Mexico in the summer of According to a report by the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety, [1] the â€” Two Wheel drive Geo Tracker had 21 driver fatalities for 66,
registered vehicles, the highest incidence reported, at 3. The 4x4 version, however, reported 48
driver fatalities for , registered vehicles 1. The IIHS states that the small utility class had a total
of driver fatalities for 2,, total registered vehicles 1. This study was widely criticized for faulty
comparisons. For example, this study doesn't note the difference between 2-door models and
4-door models. A later IIHS study clearly shows that, while 2-door Trackers have a slightly
below-average injury rate, the 4-door models are better than the average for utility vehicles.
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the Geo Tracker, the Chevrolet Tracker was produced from to This small sport utility vehicle is
easily outfitted for towing, and an all-wheel-drive Tracker with a manual transmission can be
towed with all four wheels on the ground. To tow the Tracker, you will have to outfit the vehicle
with a custom baseplate and add a wiring kit or use a supplemental brake light system. You
should also keep track of mileage while in tow, and recirculate the oil in the Tracker's transfer
case every miles. Find the weight of your Tracker. A Tracker has a curb weight of up to 3,
pounds. The total weight of your Tracker will depend on the addition of any options or
accessories. Look on your door tag or in your owner's manual for your weight. Check the tow
rating on the vehicle that will tow the Tracker. Both the hitch and the towing vehicle should be
rated over the Tracker's gross weight. Make sure you are not exceeding your towing vehicle's
gross combination weight rating GCWR as well. Towing information is available in the owner's
guide of the towing vehicle. The weight rating for the hitch is stamped directly on the hitch. Pull
the Tracker behind the vehicle that will tow it. Connect the Tracker to the towing vehicle by
attaching the tow bars to the baseplate. Secure the locking pins and clips and lock the arms into
place, as directed in the tow bar instructions. Follow these carefully as tow bar directions can
vary between manufacturers. Attach the safety cables or safety chains from the Tracker to the
hitch. Make sure that the clips or clamps are tightly fastened on, and that the chain is not
scraping the ground. Plug the cord from the Tracker into the towing vehicle, pushing the plug in
firmly. Connect the breakaway system if installed on the Tracker. Release the parking brake on
the Tracker, and shift the transmission into neutral. Leave the key in the steering column, set on
the off-unlocked position. Set any other towing equipment, such as for an automatic
transmission, as directed by the manufacturer instructions. Check the bolts on all mounted
towing equipment, and all connections, one more time. Make sure that any items left in the
Tracker are safely stowed, and check the air pressure in the tires. Test the brake lights, running
lights and turns signals to make sure they are operating correctly. Slowly accelerate, keeping an
eye on the Tracker to make sure that it is following behind you correctly. Adjust your
acceleration and stopping times to make up for the extra weight behind you. If this is your first
time towing a vehicle, start out in a familiar area with light traffic to get a feel for handling.
Getting hands dirty is just part of the fun for Sarah Shelton, who draws on personal experience
to write home and garden, automotive and travel articles. Her pieces have appeared on
ConsumerSearch. Shelton received a bachelor's degree from Fort Lewis College in Durango,
Colorado and currently lives in southern Oregon. Step 1 Find the weight of your Tracker. Step 2
Check the tow rating on the vehicle that will tow the Tracker. Step 3 Pull the Tracker behind the
vehicle that will tow it. Step 4 Attach the safety cables or safety chains from the Tracker to the
hitch. Step 5 Release the parking brake on the Tracker, and shift the transmission into neutral.
Step 6 Check the bolts on all mounted towing equipment, and all connections, one more time.
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